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   T A B L E    O F    C O N T E N T S 



Another Dream Lost
What do you dream of?
In the deepest hours of night,
What images flash through your mind?
Where do you go to escape the chaos that is Life?

A friend of mine had a dream,
And for a brief moment,
He believed it.

Would lose a day’s work musing over the dream.
It was a fantasy,
An illusion that consumed his world,
And with each telling of the dream,
It grew richer in his mind.

“Look over there,”
He would say,
“The dream is on the other side of the river.”
Scramble over the bank,
Rush through the woods.
An image.
Of an open field he could call his own.

But it would not be so.
He was a wanderer by profession.
Never would he be able to call that field his own.
Never to say.
“I’m home.”
Never to warm his worn feet by the fire.

The flame must die at some point.
And so it did with him.
With the pull of a trigger,
To the back of a head.
Little did he know how much of the 
dream would go with that bullet.

Another dream lost,
In the hands of its maker.

Lynn Yip



Dearest Sweet Juliet

They want us empty, the love I can’t bear.
Want us miserable, but you are my life.
Want us apart, you’re with me everywhere.

Want us single, but you are my wife.
Choking on my last breath when you are gone.
We are stuck like star-crossed lovers and

Yet, on my finest days I am still down.
Fate brought us here our love was unplanned.

What’s in a name is not my concern.

No one can take you, for you are the one.
My heart grows twice the size, your love I yearn
For. (Come with me) We will be on the run.

Together away from the torture and the pain,
A ring that connects the heart to the vein.

       Avery Cleff



Five Ways to Cross the Ocean
Steven Friz

There are many ways to cross an ocean,
But at first we just stood and watched the waves,
And we dreamed of what was on the other side.
And we made up stories to keep us from crossing,
But our curiosity got the best of us.

So then we made boats.
Boards of wood tied together,
With nothing but sheets to catch the wind.
And nothing but our hopes to drive us along.
And in 1492, we sailed across the ocean blue.

Then we made up an engine, just powered by steam.
And we built a ship, forged out of iron.
And we put them together, and added a wheel.
And we called it a steam cruiser, and away we went.
So once more in 1819, we sailed across the ocean blue.

We made up another engine, smaller and faster.
And we hooked up two wings, a tail and propeller.
Then we went up in the sky, and flew on our dreams.
And in 1927, we flew across the ocean blue.

Every day we move closer, the world becoming one.
The oceans are shrinking, but there’s nothing to be done.
We’re getting more advanced, more lazy every day.
Yet all we need to do is get in a raft, and paddle away.
But we keep moving faster, across the ocean blue.



Dam
Pond of stagnant water
Sun shines on the floating 
leaves
Consistent waste pail

Stubby Tree
Bark dead thin and thick
Crippled over towards the 
creek
Not knowing its fault

Dead Fish
Not a place to live
Nothing to eat with no room
Floating upside down

AJ Zauflik



Colors change, and the leaves float to the 
ground. 
Leaping, twirling, ‘till they kiss the pavement. 
Time turns quickly until you are snowbound, 
Trees are barren, the world is left absent. 

Withering leaves make withering people, 
Growing older each and every hour. 
Like all the trees, standing tall and gentle, 
Fall makes beauty; to which it devours. 

Life blooms with beauty, but soon fades away. 
You don’t realize what you have ‘till it’s gone. 
I’ll take you back to those cool autumn days, 
When we were lively, and sang of fall songs. 

Remember this, and trace it in your mind, 
Fall represents the being of mankind.

     Kathryn Bruner

Mankind



Ode to Sleep

Sarah Welch

Sweet, sweet sleep
How my exhausted mind yearns for you, 
The comfort of your warm embrace
You wash all my mistakes away,
a clean slate
in your serene, unbroken silence
Consume me in your green meadows
Sleep, my love, you bring me roses and
Honeysuckle to perfume my dreams
Your peach trees are ready for picking
and, oh how lovely does your rain taste
upon my tongue
Sweet, sweet sleep, oh how I love thee

             Oneness
  
 The woods are so alive as they 
welcomed me that night. 
Way more alive than anything in my life.
Flowers look and smile in a bliss. 
Willows bending down to give them a 
kiss.
Everything smooth like a hot knife 
through the butter. 
The everlasting paths,
Bustling, Bombastic Birds.
Too much elegance to describe in words.
The woods were in place
Where no one says no
The woods were my place
To breathe
Let go. 
To think of thought that nobody knows.
To think of the world and how things flow.
To live in true life, with no illusion.
No worry,
No care,
No constant confusion.
Which way to go….were caught in a 
contradiction? 
Is anything real?
Or is our reality fiction?
Maybe it’s the structure
The onenesses we need.
Are we alive?
Or just breathing?

                                      Andrew Hyman



So Long Sunshine
 
The clouds loomed closer  
Black and fast  
(But she didn’t see)  
The raindrops tapped on the 

roof  
A sharp warning  
(But she didn’t hear)  
 
The humidity rose  
Causing her ring to painfully 
contract  
(But she didn’t notice  
Until it was too late)  
There was no ignoring it now  
 
As the rain formed ever-growing 
puddles  
The pitter patter was lost  
Replaced by a sinister splash  
 
The waters rapidly rose  
And she tried to escape  
But another wave hurled her back 
to that house  
She was drowning slowly within 
those walls  
Nothing had ever felt so heavy 
So strong  
 

It held her under 
Bruised her without remorse  
She was completely weighted down  
By long sleeves  
Sunglasses  
And secrets  
 
She could not grab hold  
Of a nearby branch for support  
Too afraid that the flood would take 
them both  
 
She hid alone in that house  
That prison  
With only the furious flood for 
company  
And no hint of the sunshine she’d 
married

Ashdon Metheney



When the Sun Rises
Colleen Malone

When the sun rises
A new day is born
With possibilities as endless as the sea

As the sun peers over the horizon
It reveals the missing sandcastles
That little soldiers spent so long building
And guarding from the crashing waves

As the golden disk lifts up
The occasional “caw” of a lonely Seagull
Passes through the quiet air

As the sun lightens the
Baby blue sky it runs into a
Light shade of orange
Like water colors on a canvas

When the sun begins to rise
The water laps lazily at the wet sand
Washing away the footsteps of an early stroller

Everything is calm as the sun rises
Until the hordes of beachgoers
Come and invade with all their colorful gear

It is calm and peaceful
I close my eyes and breathe in the sea air
As the sun rises at the beach

   
    Autumn

     A vague figure approaches
     The flames flared and flickered
     Obscuring my sight
     The autumn air was crisp
     His face glowed
     In the light of the bonfire
     I could see the outline
     Of his nose, mouth,
     His lips torn apart
     With the hint of a smile
     There was a chill in the night
     Clouds divide the moonlight’s harmony
     Pushing down solo sections
     Of sopranos, altos and tenors
     Leaving us with just a whisper
     Of its melody
     Just hours ago,
     We were strangers.
     Lauren Connelly



Grade This

Do my words have to rhyme?
Maybe I don’t want to fill these lines with alliteration
Do I get points of for my lack of metaphors?
Similes don’t consume this verse
Can an object really have a human trait?
No senses being stimulated
My words are only being said once
They only mean one thing
So listen
The absence of check marks on the rubric
Is this flow of my feelings lacking?
Was I not supposed to creatively expressing myself?
To those I say
Grade this

Jamiya Crosby



When the Sun Rises
Colleen Malone

When the sun rises
A new day is born
With possibilities as endless as the sea

As the sun peers over the horizon
It reveals the missing sandcastles
That little soldiers spent so long building
And guarding from the crashing waves

As the golden disk lifts up
The occasional “caw” of a lonely Seagull
Passes through the quiet air

As the sun lightens the
Baby blue sky it runs into a
Light shade of orange
Like water colors on a canvas

When the sun begins to rise
The water laps lazily at the wet sand
Washing away the footsteps of an early stroller

Everything is calm as the sun rises
Until the hordes of beachgoers
Come and invade with all their colorful gear

It is calm and peaceful
I close my eyes and breathe in the sea air
As the sun rises at the beach



Ode to Sleep

Sarah Welch

Sweet, sweet sleep
How my exhausted mind yearns for you, 
The comfort of your warm embrace
You wash all my mistakes away,
a clean slate
in your serene, unbroken silence
Consume me in your green meadows
Sleep, my love, you bring me roses and
Honeysuckle to perfume my dreams
Your peach trees are ready for picking
and, oh how lovely does your rain taste
upon my tongue
Sweet, sweet sleep, oh how I love thee



	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 Letter	from	the	Editor

	
	 This	year’s	Tapestry	team	worked	diligently	to	
create	the	beautiful	pages	you	have	just	read.		The	
students	were	very		passionate	about	their	work	and	
created	all	of	the	pages	together.	This	year	I	decid-
ed	to	take	a	back	seat	and	let	them	make	the	rules.	
This was a success! I am very proud of the finished 
product and feel very confident leaving them in 
charge	of	the	magazine.	

Brittany	Enise	Robinson
Class	of	2011
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